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	Hacking Vim: A Cookbook to get the Most out of the Latest Vim Editor, 9781847190932 (1847190936), Packt Publishing, 2007
This cookbook contains ready-to-use hacks to solve problems Vim users encounter daily, from personalizing Vim to optimizations that boost productivity. It does not cover basic use of the editor but focuses on making life easier for experienced Vim users. Vim is a highly configurable, open-source, multi-platform text editor that is included as standard in most Linux distributions. It can edit code in any language, has a scripting language that allows extensions to its functionality, and is editor of choice for many programmers. This book is up to date with the new features in Vim 7.0. Chapters cover: changing the appearance of the Vim editor; improved file and buffer navigation; using templates, auto-completion, folding, sessions, and registers; formatting text and code and using external formatting scripts; Vim scripts and scripting. Each recipe has a self-contained description of the task it covers, how to use it, the benefits of using it, and compatibility with earlier versions of Vim.

Back in the early days of the computer revolution, system resources were limited and developers had to figure out new ways to optimize their applications. This was also the case with the text editors of that time. One of the most popular editors of that time was an editor called Vim. It was optimized to near-perfection for the limited system resources on which it ran.

The world has come a long way since then, and even though the system resources have grown, many still stick with the Vim editor.

At first sight, the Vim editor might not look like much. However, if you look beneath the simple user-interface, you will discover why this editor is still the favorite editor for so many people, even today!
This editor has nearly every feature you would ever want, and if it's not in the editor, it is possible to add it by creating plugins and scripts. This high level of flexibility makes it ideal for many purposes, and it is also why Vim is still one of the most advanced editors.

New users join the Vim user community every day and want to use this editor in their daily work, and even though Vim sometimes can be complex to use, they still favor it above other editors. This is a book for these Vim users.

With this book, Vim users can make their daily work in the editor more comfortable and thereby optimize their productivity. In this way they will not only have an optimized editor, but also an optimized work-flow. The book will help them move from just using Vim as a simple text editor to a situation where they feel at home and can use it for many of their daily tasks.

Good luck and happy reading!






	Comments

		


	Guest: This book looks very good. I've only read the 1st chapter but it seems obvious that the author has years of experience with VIM and vi and is very knowledgeable of vi clones. The writing style is direct and easy to read. No fluff or words to fill space, just good solid information presented as though the author is having a conversation with you.

I highly recommend this book to anyone. Whether you're an experienced Vim user or learning Vim, this is a great Vim reference source.

John
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Endourooncology: New Horizons in Endourology (Recent Advances in Endourology)Springer, 2004

	Recent research and clinical work have demonstrated that the rapid urologic innovation in minimally invasive treatment is creating exciting new horizons in endourology. This sixth volume in the series Recent Advances in Endourology brings that knowledge to a wider audience, focusing on the new concept of endourooncology, which is the...


		

CCSP SECUR Exam Certification Guide (CCSP Self-Study, 642-501)Cisco Press, 2003
Prepare for the new CCSP SECUR 642-501 exam with the only Cisco authorized SECUR preparation guide available
	The only SECUR guide developed in conjunction with Cisco, providing the most accurate and up-to-date topical coverage
	Electronic testing engine on CD-ROM provides flexible assessment features and feedback on...



		

Designing Search: UX Strategies for eCommerce Success (UXmatters)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Best practices, practical advice, and design ideas for successful ecommerce search


	A glaring gap has existed in the market for a resource that offers a comprehensive, actionable design patterns and design strategies for ecommerce search—but no longer. With this invaluable book, user experience designer and user...





	

PIC Microcontroller Project BookTAB Books, 2000

	I know you are interested in programming and using PIC microcontrollers. If
	not, you would not have picked up this book and be reading this preface. The
	first question one usually asks when choosing one book over another is,
	"Which book offers me something more?" Since everyone is looking for some
	thing a little different in...


		

Raspberry Pi Hacks: Tips & Tools for Making Things with the Inexpensive Linux ComputerMaker Media, Inc, 2014

	
		With more than 60 practical and creative hacks, this book helps you turn Raspberry Pi into the centerpiece of some cool electronics projects. Want to create a controller for a camera or a robot? Set up Linux distributions for media centers or PBX phone systems? That’s just the beginning of what you’ll find inside...



		

High-Temperature Superconductors (Springer Series in Materials Science)Springer, 2009
The present book aims at describing the phenomenon of superconductivity and high-temperature superconductors discovered by Bednorz and Muller in 1986. The book covers the superconductivity phenomenon, structure of high-Tc superconductors, critical currents, synthesis routes for high Tc materials, superconductivity in...
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